Structural Engineer - Oxford
Come and join us at Price & Myers

You’ve got a couple of years as a structural engineer under your belt, and now you’re looking
around for the next opportunity. We’d love to talk to you about what Price & Myers can offer for
someone with your experience. We are on the hunt for someone with two to five years’
experience to join our Oxford-based structural engineering team.
We’re a friendly group of professionals committed to designing great engineering. Here, you’ll be
able to get your teeth into some really exciting projects (and some more modest ones too) right
across the UK. And we are keen to give you the responsibility you deserve, with all the support and
guidance of our senior team.
Price & Myers is a structural engineering practice, established in 1978. Over more than four
decades we’ve completed a huge range of projects, from Stirling Prize winners to domestic rear
extensions. We are designers who help architects and clients bring their vision to life with elegant
and efficient engineering. There are about 170 of us across our four studios in London, Oxford,
Nottingham, and Manchester.
You must hold a good, IStructE- or ICE-accredited degree in structural or civil engineering, be a
good communicator and have a desire to help us design great engineering.
This is a full-time position based in our open-plan, Oxford studio. Please email a CV and cover
letter to Ian Flewitt at careers@pricemyers.com.
No recruitment agents please.
Studio Life

The engineers and support team at Price & Myers come from all over the world and all walks of
life. We embrace diversity. We genuinely believe it helps make the practice stronger, and we strive
to represent the communities we live and work in. We love the different thinking and diversity of
ideas that comes from a broad range of backgrounds.
Price & Myers is an equal opportunity employer, and we do all we can to accommodate different
needs. There is a range of benefits on offer, including flexible working and shared parental leave.
Our studios are open, friendly places to work. Our Partners sit with their teams and are involved in
every project, giving help, guidance and support to their engineers. Wellbeing at work is vitally
important and we promote healthy workplaces and offer mental health support.
At Price & Myers, you’ll find a commitment to career development and training. We support our
engineers to gain their chartership, and we help to develop the careers of all members of the
team.

We have a comprehensive Continuing Professional Development (CPD) programme, and once you
join us you are immediately paired with a ‘buddy’ to ensure you never feel like you’re on your
own. The diversity of our project portfolio means you’ll have an exciting range of challenges to
tackle.
The people who work at Price & Myers seek to improve the world we live in and aim to make a
positive impact on social value. We are sponsors and supporters of ‘Bridges to Prosperity’, a global
charity designing and building bridges and other key infrastructure in the developing world.
Price & Myers are an equal opportunities employer.
Contract type
Permanent, Full Time
Working hours/days
37.5 hours/week, Monday – Friday
Salary
We offer a competitive salary and a generous benefits package
Start date
Immediate

